
Fig. 2. Holistic power market modelFig. 1. “The energy supply chain net” – holistic model

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of contractual relations and information exchange
among market participants (E-control: The Austrian electricity market, 2013)

Abstract: In Austrian electricity market model the grid operation is separated from

competitive activities such as generation, wholesale and retail. The system operators

(SO), be TSO or DSO, have the responsibility for a secure grid operation. TSO have

also to act as Control Area Manager (CAM) and guaranties that injection and

withdrawal of electric energy are balanced at all times. So-called balance groups are

introduced to enable consumers, generators, suppliers and wholesalers to trade or

conclude deals with each other.

The foundation of the unified LINK-based architecture are the technical and market

holistic models (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). In those circumstances, the Austrian electricity

market model is enriched with three crucial novelties as follows:

1. Storage operator rice is a logical consequence of the new technological

developments and is defined as follows:

Definition

Storage Operator, StO is a natural or legal person that provides and stores electric

energy to or from other natural or legal persons.
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Fig. 4. Schematic representation of contractual relations and information exchange
among market participants of the Austrian market LINK-based model.

- Control Area Manager, CAM → responsible for load-frequency control within its control area

- System Operator, SO → operator of transmission or distribution grid

- Supplier → commercial provider of electric energy

- Consumer → buyer of electric energy for own use 

- Clearing and Settlement Agent, CSA (balance group coordinator) → responsible of organising, clearing and settling of balance within a control area

- Balance Responsible Party, BRP (balance group representative) → an entity representing a balance group vis-à-vis other market participants and vis-à-vis the CSA

StO must participate to a balance group, have supply and storage contracts with the

prosumers, and receives the individual meter readings from the grid, where it is

connected.

2. Consumers are transformed to prosumers: In recent years, many consumers have

gradually been transformed into prosumers. Their inclusion on the market model is

essential for the fair development of the electricity market.

3. The adoption of the CAM role is crucial for a secure, reliable and efficient operation

of power systems by fulfilling the stringent requirements of data privacy and cyber

security. In the new market model each of the Grid-Link-SO – i.e. TSO and DSO –

assumes the new role CAM. That means that each Grid-Link-SO have also the CAM

role, and is responsible for the load balance process in their own control area up to the

real-time time frame. The technical realization is realistic, because a secondary control

for the active power and frequency is designed per each Grid-Link type.

Conclusion: The Austrian market LINK-based model is extended with new actors and their old roles are redistributed. It enables the harmonization of power system
physics and market rules.


